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Outline
 Physics motivations and results à Several talks in this session. A





comprehensive review in the next talk by A. Mischke
The ALICE detector and its specificities.
LHC schedule for heavy ion running
ALICE goals and upgrade strategy for the LHC Run3 and Run 4
Upgrade plans for:
new Inner Tracking System
ü new Muon Forward Tracker
ü new TPC readout chambers
ü new online & offline system
ü

 Few examples of expected physics performance (more details in C.

Terrevoli’s talk)
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Why Heavy Ions
 Study nuclear matter under extreme

conditions of temperature and density
ü

ü

Collect evidence for a state where quarks
and gluons are deconfined (Quark Gluon
Plasma) and study its properties
Phase transition predicted by Lattice QCD
calculations
 TC ≈ 170 MeV → εC ≈ 0.7 GeV/fm3

 In heavy ion collisions at LHC

energies:
ü

Temperature of the produced “fireball”
O(1012 K)
 105 × T of the centre of the Sun
 ≈T of the Universe 10-5 s after Big Bang
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LHC

Nucleus-Nucleus collision: a process
Freeze-out:
•Chemical: particle composition is
fixed (no more inel. Collisions) à
Tch ≈170 MeV (RHIC)
•Thermal: momentum spectra are
fixed (no more elastic collisions) à
Tfo≈110÷130 MeV

K
D

Soft processes:
• high cross section
•Decouple late - indirect signals for
QGP
Photons (real and virtual):
insensitive to the hadronization
phase
Hard processes:
•Charm, Beauty, Jets
•Probe the whole evolution of
the collision
•Thermalization time (RHIC)
4
τth≅0.6 fm/c

e,µ	

π	

B

Hadron gas
Mixed phase (?)

QGP
pre-equilibrium

D
ν	


Present layout

ITS and forward
detectors

Central barrel
-0.9<η<0.9

Muon arm
-4<η<-2.5
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ALICE performance: tracking
 Excellent tracking capabilities

|η|<0.9 – full azimuthal coverage
ü B=0.5 T (solenoidal)
ü

 Key detectors: ITS and TPC
 TPC tracking efficiency
 ITS+TPC transverse momentum resolution
 TPCàITS matching efficiency
pT

pT
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= pT

1/pT

ALICE performance: vertexing
 Excellent vertexing capabilities
 Key detector: ITS
 Primary vertex measured before

tracking (seeding) and after (max.
precision)
 Good pointing resolution down to low
pT
 Possibility of reconstructing weak
decays of Heavy Flavours hadrons
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ALICE performance:PID

ITS

MUON

TOF

ü Particle identification in a wide momentum range
ü Jets in Pb-Pb (EMCAL)

RICH

TPC

TRD
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JETS
arXiv:1402.4476 [nucl-ex]

ALICE samples in Run 1
System

Energy √sNN
(TeV)

Year

Delivered
Integrated
luminosity

Pb-Pb

2.76

2010

9 µb-1

Pb-Pb

9

2.76

Main Goal

First Pb-Pb data
taking at LHC

2011

146 µb-1

Study hot &
dense QCD
matter
Study Cold
Nuclear Matter
effects
Commissioning

p-Pb &
Pb-p

5.02

2013

15 nb-1
17 nb-1

pp

0.9

2009-10

0.33 nb-1

pp
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2010

0.5 pb-1

pp

2.76

2011

46 nb-1

Reference for

pp

7

2011

4.9 pb-1

Pb-Pb and p-Pb

pp
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2012

9.7 pb-1

Ready for Run 2

ü Complete TRD detector (+5 SMs)
ü Install DCal (8 SMs), including new
support structure
ü Extend PHOS (+1 SM)
ü Install Charged Particle Veto (CPV)
ü Install AD detector
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ALICE consolidation and re-commissioning
 Installation of extended calorimetry and TRD completion
 Integration in progress after major upgrades of DAQ/HLT
 Numerous consolidation efforts for infrastructure
 Increase operational efficiency:
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
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faster DAQ sequences
detector in-run auto-recovery procedures in case of front end hiccups or trips
augmented central trigger system capabilities
fully redesigned shifter interfaces and status displays
New Run Control Center environment operational

Heavy-ion LHC and ALICE plans
 The LHC heavy-ion programme will extend to Run 3 and Run 4
A.Rossi

ALICE Upgrades

LHCP, New York, 2-7/06/2014

 High interaction rate: 50 kHz

ALICE heavy-ion plan

 Expected integrated luminosity: >10 nb-1 (x100 w.r.t. Run 1)
 A majorprogramme
detector upgrade
hasextended
been approved
Heavy-ion
at LHC
to Runfor3 the
andLS2
Runto4fully
• As
approved
byhigher
the LHCC
in December
2013
exploit
the
rate
and
to
improve
the
• Participation of ALICE, ATLAS, CMS, LHCb (p-Pb)
ALICE Upgrade Letter
RunOf2:Intent
1 nb-1 (2012)

Run 3 + Run 4: high luminosity
Pb-Pb. >10 nb-1

CERNLHCC-2012-012, LHCC-I-022, 2012.

Pb-Pb

2013
Run 1

LS 1

Run 1
~0.1
in Pb-Pb
Run nb
1: -1~0.1
nb-1
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2015
Run 2

2018
LS 2

physics performance

2020
Run 3

LS 2: detector
Run 2
LS2
Pb-PbCollect 1 nb-1 in Pb-Pb upgrade
Major
collisions at top energy detector
(originally approved upgrade
heavy-ion programme)
with improved detector

2023
LS 3

2025
Run 4

Run3, Run4
Run at high luminosity
Collect >10 nb-1

2029
LS4

goals of the
experiments

ALICE Upgrade: physics goals / 1
 The main physics topics will exploit the specific ALICE

potentials.
 ALICE will carry out high precision measurements of rare
signals with main focus on the low pT region:
ü Charm and beauty hadrons - spectra and flow:
 Energy loss of HF in the hot and dense medium produced in AA collisions
 Thermalization and hadronization mechanisms (coalescence vs fragmentation)
 Study possible thermal production

ü Quarkonia down to pT~0
 wide rapidity range: e.g. J / ψ → e e at midrapidity and J / ψ → µ µ at forward
rapidity
 dissociation and recombination mechanisms in a deconfined medium
+ −
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−

ALICE Upgrade: physics goals / 2
 ALICE will carry out high precision measurements of rare

signals with main focus on the low pT region:
ü Low mass dileptons

 e.m. radiation from the QGP
 Temperature, EOS and space-time evolution
 Chiral symmetry restoration (modification of the spectral function for ρ meson

à dileptons)

ü Jets:
 quenching and fragmentation
 PID of jet particle content
 Heavy Flavour tagging
ü Light
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nuclei and hypernuclei (e.g. 4He , 5ΛΛH)
CERN-LHCC-2012-012 / LHCC-I-022

ALICE Upgrade: strategy
 Boundary conditions and requirements:

very low signal/background ratio for most of the physics signals à no
trigger selection possible
ü large minimum bias samples required: Lint>10 nb-1
ü High rate: L = 6 ⇥ 1027 cm 2 s 1 =) R = 50 kHz
ü Focus on heavy flavours àimprove track resolution and vertexing thanks
also to a smaller beam pipe
ü

 Strategy:

New Inner Tracking System at midrapidity
ü New Muon Forward Tracker in front of the muon absorber
ü New readout chambers for the TPC. Readout upgrades for several detectors
and the online systems
ü Integrate Online and Offline (O2 project) à data reconstruction online
ü
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ALICE Upgrades
TPC: new GEM readout chambers,
pipelined readout
New ITS: high resolution, low
material budget

New beam pipe:
smaller diameter

TRD, TOF, PHOS, EMCAL
Muon spectrometer:
New readout electronics
Muon Forward Tracker
(MFT) project

Upgrade of forward/trigger
detectors: ZDC, VZERO, T0

O2: TDR in preparation

LOI and TDR published
addendum to the LOI – TDR in preparation
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FOCAL (Forward Calorimeter) proposal
in preparation for internal discussion

New ITS

ü 7 layers from r=22
mm to r=400 mm
ü ~10 m2 of silicon
ü 12.5 Gpixel
ü |η|≤1.22
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CERN-LHCC-2013-024; ALICE-TDR-17

New ITS
 Better pointing resolution by a factor of 3(5) in rφ (z) at pT=500

MeV/c
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

innermost layer is closer to the IP: from 39 mm à 22 mm
reduced material budget from ~1.14%X0 à 0.3% X0 for the 3 inner layers (0.8%
X0 for the other 4 layers)
Reduced pixel size: from 50×425 µm2 à ~(30×30 µm2 )
max silicon thickness: 50 µm
Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (MAPS) in TowerJazz 0.18 µm CMOS technology

 Better tracking efficiency and pT resolution at low pT
ü
ü

Thanks to the higher granularity
Thanks to an additional layer: from 6 to 7 planes

 Faster readout: 50 kHz (400 kHz) for Pb-Pb (pp). Now limited to 1

kHz
 Accessible for maintenance during winter shutdowns
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New ITS: expected performance
 Expected performance of the new ITS

are compared to the current
performance
ü tracking

efficiency
ü impact parameter resolution
ü transverse momentum resolution

Blue: present ITS
Red: upgraded ITS
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Muon Forward
Tracker (MFT)

Muon spectrometer

IP!

Absorber

Dipole

 The extrapolation of the muon tracks candidates to the interaction

region is affected by the presence of the absorber
 This has a negative effect on the reconstruction of the kinematics
and on the possibility to separate prompt and displaced muons
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MFT

Muon spectrometer

}

MFT

IP!

Absorber

Dipole

 The extrapolated muon tracks are

matched with tracks reconstructed
with the MFT
 High pointing accuracy
 Separation of charm and beauty signals
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MFT: expected performance








5-6 planes of CMOS silicon pixel sensors (same as for ITS)
50<z<80 cm
Rmin≈2.5 cm (beam pipe constraint) - 11<Rmax<16 cm
-3.6<η<-2.5
Area ≈ 2700 cm2
X/X0=0.4%
TDR in preparation

LHCC-I-022-ADD-1

ü 15 µm residual
misalignment
ü pile-up

⌘>
⌘<
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3.2
3.2

TPC: current limitations
inter.
t0

L1a
t0+7.7µs

GG open
(drift time)

GG closed
(ion coll. time in ROCs)
Int. + 100µs

Int. + 280µs

• gating grid of readout MWPCs closed to avoid ion feedback

ü Limit space charge to tolerable level
ü Effective dead time ~280µs, maximum readout rate: 3.5 kHz

• alternative: gating grid always open

ü Ion feedback ~103 x primary ions generated in drift volume
ü Large space charge effects (of the order of electrical field)
ü Space point distortions (at 50 kHz) of order of 1 m – not tolerable!!
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TPC upgrade
 Goal
ü

Operate at 50 kHz preserving the present
tracking and PID performance

 Upgrade

Continuous readout à redesign TPC FE and
Readout electronic systems
ü No gating à with MWPC this would lead to
massive space-charge distortions
ü To reduce ion back flow at high rate, MWPCs
will be replaced with a readout based on
GEM (Gas Electron Multiplier)
ü
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CERN-LHCC-2013-020

The ALICE Collabora

Figure 4.1: Electron microscope photograph of standard GEM foil with hole pitch 140 µm.
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length is randomly generated. A random energy-loss value is assigned to this step according to 1/E 2.2
(I0  E  10 keV, where I0 is the first ionization potential). The total number of ionization electrons
including secondaries is calculated. Each of these electrons is drifted to the readout chambers, taking
into account diffusion and residual distortions. Space-charge distortions are not taken into account at this
point; they are discussed separately in Secs. 7.4 and 7.5. At the GEM readout stack an exponential gain
variation is assumed for each electron. The charge is projected onto the pad plane using the described
pad response function in space and a semi-Gaussian shaping function in time. The reconstruction of
events simulated in this way does not differ from that of real data.

TPC: expected performance

 Technical baseline choice:
The described simulation algorithm is routinely used in the ALICE simulation and reconstruction frameü stack of 4 GEM foils
work and was thoroughly validated in the past years.
7.2.22000
Tracking performance
ü Ion Back Flow < 1% at gain
Figure557.2 shows that the momentum resolution in the acceptance of the central barrel detectors of ALICE
ü dE/dx resolution <12% for
Fe
will be maintained for the TPC with GEM-based readout. The plot indicates a slight deterioration of the

TPC only tracks

0.012

TPC constrained tracks
TPC+ITS combined tracks

0.01
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TPC constrained tracks
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TPC+ITS combined tracks
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GEM
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0
0
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MWPC

(GeV/c)

0.014

1/pT

-1

(GeV/c)

preserved
 Slight deterioration when
only TPC is used
 Full recovery when tracks
are matched with the ITS

1/p T

 Tracking resolution

-1

resolution in 1/pT for tracks using only TPC information. This deterioration is however fully recovered
for global tracks combining tracking in ITS and TPC. The good agreement of the simulated data shiown
in Fig. 7.2 (left panel) with the measured p–Pb data shown in Fig. 7.1 indicates a thorough understanding
of material budget and detector response.

0
0

0.05

0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5
1/pT (GeV/c)-1

Figure 7.2: Resolution in 1/pT as a function of 1/pT for MWPC (left panel) and GEM readout (right panel). The open red
squares are for tracks based on TPC information only, while the closed blue squares show TPC track fits including
the vertex point. The open black squares show the result for combined fits to TPC and ITS track points.

Data flow… O2
 Data taking with Pb-Pb at 50 kHz: continuous readout

Increase by a factor of 100 of the events number to be recorded
ü New project for the online, HLT and offline systems: O2 (online & offline)
ü

Input to the online
system (after zero
suppression):
~1.1 TByte/s
(~90% from TPC)
Interaction

•TPC, ITS
continuously read
out
•L0(L1) Trigger for
other detectors
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Common HLT and DAQ farm
Detector data
compression/
clusterization
reduction factor
(TPC): 5-7

data organized in event/
common time window

Track & Event
reconstruction
reduction factor
(TPC): 4-6
• store only relevant
information (x2-3)
• data format
optimization (x2)

Peak output
~82.5 GByte/s
x13 reduction!

Local
Data
Storage

Computing
centers

Average output
~13.2 GByte/s

Expected Physics Performance
examples
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Physics performance - examples
see next talk for details about the observables related to the QGP:
André Mischke

 HF: charm and beauty:

With the upgrade: reconstruction of beauty hadrons. HF baryons
will be accessible.
ü Beauty signal accessible both at midrapidity and in the muon
spectrometer (single muons, displaced J/ψ)
ü

 Quarkonia:

precise measurements of the nuclear modification factor and the
azimuthal asymmetry (v2)
ü precise measurement of ψ(2s) thanks to the MFT
ü

 Dileptons:
ü
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With the upgrade: both e+e- (midrapidity) and µ+µ- (forward
rapidity) are accessible with improved performance

HF hadrons

RAA ( pT ) =

1 dN AA / dpT
N coll dN pp / dpT

 Full reconstruction of D mesons with higher

precision to constrain models
 Ds+: RAA and also azimuthal asymmetry (v2)
 Λc full reconstruction
new
 Λb à Λc

⇤c

Further details:
Cristina Terrevoli

+
Ds

0
⇤b
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CERN-LHCC-2013-024; ALICE-TDR-17

 Access to beauty at low pT via:

Displaced J/ψàe+e- at
midrapidity
ü Displaced J/ψàµ+µ- at forward
rapidity
ü Displaced D mesons
ü

 Key detectors: ITS and MFT

RBAAfeed-down

Open beauty

RBAAfeed-down: Pb-Pb 0-10% Central

2.5

0

ITS upgraded D from B @ 5.5 TeV; |y |<0.5
LPb-Pb = 10 nb-1; Lpp = 6 pb-1 [ALICE upgrade LoI]

2

MFT+MUON upgraded J/ψ from B @ 5.5 TeV; 2.5<y <3.6
LPb-Pb = 10 nb-1; Lpp = 6 pb-1 [MFT LoI]

1.5

CMS J/ ψ from B measurement p coverage; 1.6<|y |<2.4
T

LHCC-I-022-ADD-1

1
0.5
0

0

5

10

15
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25

30

p (GeV/c)
T

CERN-LHCC-2013-024; ALICE-TDR-17

Expected performance of MFT/
MUON measurements compared to
ALICE/ITS and CMS
Azimuthal asymmetry of B in the
ALICE barrel measured with displaced
D and displaced J/ψàe+e-

30

B

+

0 +

! D̄ ⇡

ü The pointing resolution of the upgraded ITS will allow for the full
reconstruction the the B+ hadronic decay topology
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CERN-LHCC-2013-024; ALICE-TDR-17

HF from single muons
will be possible to unfold open charm
decay down to pT~0 with ~20% syst.
uncertainty
 Open beauty signal for pT≥2 GeV/c
 RBAA/RDAA à the MFT complements
well the measurement done in the
central barrel
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RBAA / RDAA

 With the MFT+Muon Spectrometer it

RBAA / RDAA: sNN=5.5 TeV : Pb-Pb 0-10% Central

6

0

D from B

ITS upgraded R

AA

0

/ RDAA; |y |<0.5
µ from B

MFT+MUON upgraded R

5

µ from B

BAMPS; RAA

AA
µ from D

/ RAA

µ from D

/ RAA

; 2.5<y <3.6

; 2.5<y <4; [PLB 717 (2012)]

4
3
2
1
0

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

p (GeV/c)
T

Quarkonia

CERN-LHCC-2012-012
ü Precise J/ψ v2 measurement also at central
rapidity
ü Improvement by a factor of 10 of the
expected errors with the upgrade of the
central barrel detector
0

33LHCC-I-022-ADD-1

J/ ψ

10

in the µ+ µ

ALICE inclusive J/ ψ and ψ (2S), 2.5<y <4
-1

channel

1

ψ'

Pb-Pb, sNN=2.76 TeV, L≈ 70 µ b

RAA/RAA

ü Measurement
possible also for
central collisions
ü Right panel:
comparison of the
expected
performance with
2 production
models

RAA (ψ(2S)) /RAA (J/ψ)

J/
RAA /RAA

0.8
transport model

95% CL

0.6
1

0.4
statistical model

CMS, 3<p <30 GeV/c, 1.6<|y |<2.4 (CMS-HIN-12-007)
T

0.2

ALICE, 0< p <3 GeV/c, 2.5<y <4
T

ALICE, 3< p <8 GeV/c, 2.5<y <4
T

-1

sNN=5.5 TeV, 0-10%, L=10 nb
MFT, 0<p <10 GeV/c, 2.5<y <3.6

-1

Pb-Pb

T

10

0
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〈N part〉

0
0

sNN=2.76 TeV

100

200

300

400

〈N part〉

Di-electron production
inclusive e+e- invariant mass
spectrum

excess after subtracting cocktail of
background sources

CERN-LHCC-2012-012

lines: standard sources
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Current ITS and event rate: large statistical and systematic
uncertainties

Di-electron production
inclusive e+e- invariant mass
spectrum

excess after subtracting cocktail of
background sources

CERN-LHCC-2013-024; ALICE-TDR-17
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Expected performance at Run 3: precise measurement. Allows for an
estimation of the effective temperature with 10% - 20% precision

Low mass dimuons
dN/dM [dimuons per 10 MeV/c2]

300

µµ

MUON only : 1.0 < p

T

Expected Stat. for L

int

< 10.0 GeV/c

3

dN/dM [dimuons per 10 MeV/c2]

3

×10

= 10 nb-1

Cocktail without ρ
cc → µ µ
Rapp QGP
Rapp in-medium SF

200

100

×10

µµ

MUON + MFT : 1.0 < pT < 10.0 GeV/c
Expected Stat. for L

int

= 10 nb-1

Cocktail without ρ
cc → µ µ

80

Rapp QGP
Rapp in-medium SF

60

40

20

0

0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

Mass [GeV/c2]

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

Mass [GeV/c2]

 Expected low mass dimuon spectrum after combinatorial background subtraction,

without and with the MFT
 The dramatic increase of the mass resolution (and a decrease of the background) is due
to the extrapolation of muon tracks to MFT clusters
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Observables summary - midrapidity
Topic

Observable

Approved
(1/nb delivered,
0.1/nb m.b.)

Upgrade
(10/nb delivered,
10/nb m.b.)

minimum accessible pT and relative statistical
uncertainty in Pb–Pb collisions
Heavy flavour

Charmonia
Dielectrons

37 Hypernuclei

D meson RAA

pT>1, 10%

pT>0, 0.3%

D from B RAA

pT>3, 30%

pT<2, 1%

D meson elliptic flow (for v2=0.2)

pT>1, 10%

pT>0, 0.3%

D from B elliptic flow (for v2=0.05)

not accessible

pT>2, 8%

Charm baryon/meson ratio (Λc/D)

not accessible

pT>2, 15%

Ds RAA

pT>4, 15%

pT<2, 3%

Λc RAA

not accessible

pT>2, 15%

Λb yield

not accessible

pT>7, 20%

pT>1,5 15%

pT>1, 5%

J/ψ from B v2 (central y - for v2=0.05)

not accessible

pT>1, 60%

Temperature IMR	


not accessible

10% on T

Elliptic flow IMR (for v2=0.1)

not accessible

10%

Low-mass vector spectral function

not accessible

pT>0.3, 20%

pT>2, 18%

pT>2, 1.7%

J/ψ from B RAA (midrapidity)

3

ΛH

yield

MFT: new physics cases possible
MUON upgrade

MUON + MFT
upgrade

Unmeasurable

pT>1 ; 10%

v2 (J/ψ from B)

Unmeasurable

In progress

µ decays from c-hadrons

Unmeasurable

pT>1 ; 7%

µ decays from b-hadrons

Unmeasurable

pT>2 ; 10%

RAA (prompt J/ψ)

Unmeasurable

pT>0 ; 10%

v2 (prompt J/ψ)

Unmeasurable

In progress

pT>0 ; 30%

pT>0 ; 10%

Unmeasurable

pT>1 ; 20%

Topic

Observable

Heavy flavour RAA (J/ψ from B)

Charmonia

ψ’
Low Mass
38

Low Mass spectral func. and
QGP radiation

Summary
 ALICE is designed to address the physics observables related to the

onset of a Quark Gluon Plasma phase.
 Specific strengths of the ALICE detector:
ü vertexing

and low transverse momentum tracking

ü PID
ü dilepton

reconstruction at forward rapidity (dimuons) and midrapidity
(di-electrons)

 ALICE has a strong programme for precision QGP studies after the

LHC LS2
 A significant upgrade of the detector will allow us to exploit the
high collision rate expected for the LHC Run 3 (and beyond)
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Upgrade
documents
LHCP, New York, 2-7/06/2014

P, New York, 2-7/06/2014
ades
LHCP, New York, 2-7/06/2014

es

CERNLHCC-2012-012,
CERNLHCC-2012-012,
LHCC-I-022,
LHCC-I-022,
2012.2012.

TDR
ITSITS
TDR
I Miss
.. I ..
Miss
thethe
cover.
cover.
Is itIs it
available?
available?

CERN-LHCC-2013-014 ;
LHCC-I-022-ADD-1
CERNLHCC-2012-012,
LHCC-I-022, 2012.

CERN-LHCC-2013-014 ;
LHCC-I-022-ADD-1

CERN-LHCC-2012-005,
CERNLHCC-2012-012, CERN-LHCC-2012-005,
CERN-LHCC-2013-014 ;
LHCC-G-159,
LHCC-I-022, 2012.
LHCC-I-022-ADD-1
LHCC-G-159,
2012.2012.

CERN-LHCC-2013-024
;
CERN-LHCC-2013-024
;
ALICE-TDR-017
ALICE-TDR-017

CERN-LHCC-2013-020
;
CERN-LHCC-2013-020
;
ALICE-TDR-016
ALICE-TDR-016

• The upgrade is entering the production phase
• Technical Design Reports have been published
• O2 TDR in preparation
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CERN-LHCC-2013-019 ;
ALICE-TDR-015

BACKUP
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Pixel chip technology

 Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (MAPS) in TowerJazz 0.18 µm CMOS

technology

High resistivity epitaxial layer on p-substrate
ü Quadruple well process: deep pwell shields PMOS transistors, allowing for
full CMOS circuitry within active area
ü Application of moderate bias voltage to substrate can be used to increase
depletion zone around NWELL collection diode
ü
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Data flow… O2
Two reconstruction steps are carried out on the O2 computing facility
 First step: online à Data reduction
 Second step: asynchronous à Best performance
Data Bandwidth
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Detector

Input to Online
system (GB/s)

Peak Output to
Local Data Storage
(GB/s)

Avg. Output to
computing centre
(GB/s)

ITS

40

10.0

1.6

TPC

1000

50.0

8.0

TRD

81.5

10.0

1.6

Others
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12.5

2.0

Total

1146.5

82.5

13.2

